Why Re-Wild?
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1.We Are Nature

REASONS TO
GO OUTSIDE

2.Resilience

“She stood in the storm, and
“Nature is not something
when the wind did not blow her
separate from us. So when we say
H A R V E S way,
T I she
N adjusted
G
her sails.”
that we have lost our connection
to nature, we’ve lost our
connection to ourselves.”
Andy Goldsworthy

Elizabeth Edwards

3.Pleasure

4.Wellbeing

"There is pleasure in the pathless
woods, there is rapture in the
lonely shore, there is society where
none intrudes,
C R by
U the
S deep
H I sea,
N Gand & P R E S S I N G
"Allow nature's peace to flow into
pressing
could
music inCrushing
its roar;and
I love
not Man
thebe done manually by stomping the
as sunshine
flows
intoortrees."
grapes with their feet, or mechanically.you
Mechanical
presses
stomp
less, but Nature more."
trod the grapes into what is called must.
Lord Byron

John Muir

5.Community

6.Authenticity

"One touch of nature makes the
whole world kin."

"You have to leave the city of your
comfort and go into the wilderness
F E R M E N TofAyour
T Iintuition.
O N What you'll
Must (or juice) can begin fermenting
naturallywill
within
6-12 hours What
discover
be wonderful.
when aided with wild yeasts in the air. Fermentation continues until
you'lland
discover
all of the sugar is converted into alcohol
dry wineisisyourself."
produced.
William Shakespeare

7.Embodyment

Alan Alda

8. Arise

L A is
R toI F I C "Arise
A T and
I ObeNall that you
"To connect with ourCbodies
is the and
process
in which solids
such as dead yeast cells,
learn toClarification
trust ourselves,
from
dreamed."
tannins, and proteins are removed. Wine can then be clarified
that comes power."
through fining or filtration.
Mirka Knaster.

9.Perspective

Anon

10.Inspiration

"Our life is an apprenticeship to the
"One should pay attention to even
truth that around every circle
the smallest crawling creature for
another can be drawn; that there is
these too may have a valuable
no end in nature,
A but
G every
I N end
G is&a B lesson
O T to
T teach
L I Nus."G
A wine
twodeep
options
beginning,
andmaker
underhas
every
a : bottle the wine right away or give
the wine
additional aging. Further aging can be done in the bottles,
lower deep
opens."
stainless steel tanks, or oak barrels.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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